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ABSTRACT 

Social networks are playing an important role in the internet world. These are used to share the information by SMTP(Simple 
Mail Transfer Protocol). Network providers are the one which allows all type of emails for communication purpose. While 
transferring the messages some malicious emails are received by the users this causes many  problems either at the server side or 
at the client side. This type of  messages may contain viruses, or it could be due to the message being crafted. This  paper explains 
how the malicious emails are classified and how these are deleted and know the contents of messages.. In order to classify here we 
are using a Bayesian spam filtering , Email filtering and J48 process which overcomes the problems occurred in linear C-Support 
Vector Machine ( C-SVM). This machine gives the accurate results when compared to the existing one. There are three steps to 
examine first one is to detect the malicious email second step is apply classifier to classify according to the emails received and 
send to trash automatically and delete directly. 
 
Keywords: Bayesian spam filtering, Email filtering ,spam filtering, Support vector machine. 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Mostly ,Sharing and storing of data in the web world is with the help of  social networks[3]. Messages are exchanged 
between hosts using the Simple Mail Transfer Protocol(SMTP)[9]  by using software programs called mail transfer 
agents (MTAs)[3]; and delivered to a mail store by programs called mail delivery agents (MDA)[9]. While the email 
messages are  transporting between systems, SMTP communicates delivery parameters using a message envelope separate 
from the message (header and body) itself. A malicious email[2] message is the one which have been deliberately crafted 
to cause problems on the server or at the client side. This message may contain  a virus, or it could be due to the message 
being crafted. a  filtering technique[18] is applied on  messaging stings contents by applying tokenization[9] and then 
applying naïve bayesian classifier[1] we classify targeted and non targeted malicious email[2]. And we can also apply  
GMS (Gordano Messaging Services)[9] that provides a range of checks which is running against all the messages passing 
through the system to prevent this type of message from entering the server at all. If you do not want to stop  the messages 
entirely it will add a warning to the next incoming message. 

List of phishing techniques : 
Different types of phishing techniques are as follows: 
 1. Spear Phishing[9] : Phishing attempts to acquire data from a  specific individuals or companies have been 
termed spear phishing.  Attackers collects the  personal information from the  targeted personality to increase their 
probability of success. 

2. Clone Phishing[9] : this is another type of phishing attack which focuses on genuine and previously delivered 
message,  this  email containing an attachment or link has had its content and recipient address taken and used to create 
an almost identical or cloned email[3]. The attachment or Link within the email is replaced with a malicious version[2] 
and then sent from an email address spoofed to appear to come from the original sender. It may claim to be a re-send of 
the original or an updated version to the original. This technique could be used to pivot (indirectly) from a previously 
infected machine and gain a foothold on another machine, by exploiting the social trust associated with the inferred 
connection due to both parties receiving the original email. 

3. Whaling[9] : Several recent phishing attacks have faced by the  senior executives and other high profile targets 
within businesses, and the term whaling has been coined for these kinds of attacks. The damage caused by phishing 
ranges from denial of access to e-mail[3] to substantial financial loss. The implementation of anti-phishing strategies by 
businesses concentrated to protect personal and financial information. Now there are several different techniques to fight 
on   phishing, including legislation and technology created specifically to protect against phishing.  
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2. RELATED WORK 
Existing system uses distributed protocols[4] to detect such traffic manipulations, typically by validating that traffic[5] transmitted 
by one router is received unmodified by another. Transmission Control Protocol (TCP)[4] is designed to cause such losses as part of 
its normal congestion control[9] behavior. The attacker may subvert the network control plane (e.g., by manipulating the routing 
protocol into false route. 

 
Fig : overview of the classification analysis 

 2.a.Bayesian spam filtering[17] :This is a statistical technique of Email filtering[18]. In  the process of filtering , it 
makes use of a naive bayes classifier[11]  which classifies the words and  features to identify spam e-mail[19], an 
approach commonly used in text classification. Naive Bayes classifiers[17] work by correlating the use of tokens (typically 
words, or sometimes other things), with spam[20] and non-spam e-mails and then using Bayesian inference to calculate a 
probability that an email is or is not spam. 

2.b. Naive Bayes spam filtering[15]: Naive Bayes spam filtering is a filtering technique which deals with spam, that 
can tailor itself to the email needs of individual users, and gives low false positive spam detection rates that are generally 
acceptable by the  users. Particular words have particular probabilities  of occurring in spam email and in genuine email. 
For instance, most email users will frequently encounter the word “viagra” in spam email, but will rarely seen it in other 
email. The filter doesn't know these probabilities in advance, so the filter  must be trained  so it can build them up. To 
train the filter, the user must manually indicate whether a new email is spam or not. For all words in each training 
email[9], the filter will adjust the probabilities that each word will appear in spam or legitimate email in its database. 
After training, the word probabilities are used to compute the probability that an email with a particular set of words in it 
belongs to either category. Each word in the email contributes to the email's spam probability, or only on the most 
interesting words. This contribution is called the posterior probability and is computed using bayes theorem[7]. Then, the 
email's spam probability is computed over all words in the email, and if the total exceeds a certain threshold (say 95%), 
the filter will mark the email as a spam. As in any other spam filtering technique, email marked as spam can then be 
automatically moved to a "Junk"[20] email folder, or even deleted outright. Some software implement 
quarantine mechanisms that define a time frame during which the user is allowed to review the software's decision. 

 
3. BACKGROUND WORK: 
The dataset used to evaluate email-filtering techniques of several different datasets. Datasets consist of three classes of 
email. Such as, Targeted Malicious Email (TME)[2], Non-Targeted Malicious Email (NTME)[2], Evaluation set 
containing both TME and NTME. We used NTME and TME to construct the TME-filter technique and provide context 
for the new features we incorporated for TME detection. 
3.a. Calculating  the probability that a message containing a given word is spam. 

Let us assume that the suspected message contains the word “replica”[9]. Most of the people who are receiving this e-mail 
know that this message is likely to be spam, more precisely a proposal to sell counterfeit copies of well-known brands of 
watches. The spam detection software, however, does not "know" such facts, all it can do is compute probabilities. 

The formula used by the software to determine that is derived from bayes theorem.  

 
where: 
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    is the probability that a message is a spam, knowing that the word "replica" is in it; 
        is the overall probability that any given message is spam; 
   is the probability that the word "replica" appears in spam messages; 
        is the overall probability that any given message is not spam (is "ham"); 
  is the probability that the word "replica" appears in ham messages. 

Applying again bayes theorm, and assuming the classification between spam and ham of the emails containing a given 
word ("replica") is a random variable with beta distribution, some programs decide to use a corrected probability: 

 
where: 

  is the corrected probability for the message to be spam, knowing that it contains a given word                 
     is the strength we give to background information about incoming spam ; 
    is the probability of any incoming message to be spam  
   is the number of occurrences of this word during the learning phase ; 
    is the spam city of this word. 

Email filtering software inputs email. For its output, it might pass the message through unchanged for delivery to the 
user's mailbox, redirect the message for delivery elsewhere, or even throw the message away. Some mail filters are able to 
edit messages during processing. 

Tokenization   based email filtering[15] : 

Email can be bulk messages .which are send by attacker to many people .in this we can trace the attacker  by using foot 
prints he leaves like signatures etc by which we can track him..in this tokenization helps in which we give index to every 
string and occurrence or multiplicity of the string and increment for every occurrence .by this we can  apply classifier and 
filter to differentiate between targeted and non targeted malicious email.   

3.b. Motivation: Common uses for mail filters include organising incoming email and removal of spam and computer 
viruses. A less common use is to inspect outgoing email at some companies to ensure that employees comply with 
appropriate laws. Users might also employ a mail filter to prioritize messages, and to sort them into folders based on 
subject matter or other criteria. Mail filters can be installed by the user, either as separate programs, or as part of 
their email program (email client). In email programs, users can make personal, "manual" filters that then automatically 
filter mail according to the chosen criteria. Mail filters can operate on inbound and outbound email traffic[4]. Inbound 
email filtering involves scanning messages from the Internet addressed to users protected by the filtering system or 
for lawful interception. Outbound email filtering involves the reverse - scanning email messages from local users before 
any potentially harmful messages can be delivered to others on the Internet. One method of outbound email filtering that 
is commonly used by Internet service providers is transparent SMTP proxying, in which email traffic is intercepted and 
filtered via a transparent proxy within the network. Outbound filtering can also take place in an email server. 

3.b.1. Anti spam techniques to prevent email spam:  

In order  to prevent email spam, both end users and administrators of email systems use various anti-spam techniques. 
Some of these techniques have been embedded in products, services and software to relieve the burden on users and 
administrators. No one technique is a complete solution to the spam problem, and each has trade-offs between incorrectly 
rejecting legitimate email vs. not rejecting all spam, and the associated costs in time and effort. Anti-spam techniques can 
be broken into four broad categories:  

 Cat 1.those that require actions by individuals,  
 Cat 2. those that can be automated by email administrators,  
 Cat 3. those that can be automated by email senders and  
 Cat 4. those employed by researchers and law enforcement officials. 

Detecting spam is completely based on the content of the email, either the detection is by using keywords such as "viagra" 
or by statistical means (content or non-content based), is very popular. Content based statistical means or detecting 
keywords can be very accurate when they are correctly tuned to the types of genuine email that an individual gets, but 
they can also make mistakes such as detecting the keyword “cialis”[9] in the word "specialist". There are a number of 
techniques that individuals can use to restrict the availability of their email addresses, reducing or preventing their 
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attractiveness to spam.  Sharing only an email address among a limited group of correspondents is one way to limit spam. 
This method relies on the discretion of all members of the group, as disclosing email addresses outside the group 
circumvents the trust relationship of the group. For this reason, forwarding messages to recipients who don't know one 
another should be avoided. When it is necessary to forward messages to recipients who don't know one another, it is good 
practice to list the recipient names all after "bcc:" instead of after "to:". This practice avoids the scenario where 
unscrupulous recipients might compile a list of email addresses for spamming purposes. This practice also reduces the 
risk of the address being distributed by computers affected with email address harvesting malware[3]. However, once the 
privacy of the email address is lost by divulgence, it cannot be regained. Spammers often regard responses to their 
messages—even responses like "Don't spam me"—as confirmation that an email address is valid. Likewise, many spam 
messages contain Web links or addresses which the user is directed to follow to be removed from the spammer's mailing 
list. In several cases, spam-fighters have tested these links, confirming they do not lead to the recipient address's 
removal—if anything, they lead to more spam. This removal request of filing a complaint may get the address list 
washed. To lower complaints so the spammer can stay active before having to acquire new accounts and/or internet 
provider. 
 
3.b.2 Recognize the senders by Ham passwords[9]  
Systems that use ham passwords ask unrecognised senders to include in their email a password that demonstrates that the 
email message is a "ham" (not spam) message. Typically the email address and ham password would be described on a web 
page, and the ham password would be included in the "subject" line of an email address. Ham passwords are often 
combined with filtering systems, to counter the risk that a filtering system will accidentally identify a ham message as a 
spam message.  The "plus addressing"[18] technique appends a password to the "username" part of the email address. 
Persistent threat features, such as threat actor locale and weaponization tools[3], along with recipient oriented features, such 
as reputation and role, are leveraged with supervised data classification[11] algorithms to demonstrate new techniques for 
detection of targeted malicious email.  
3.b.3 Interface between sender and the filter: 
Amavis: Amavis is an open source content filter[19] for electronic mail, implementing mail message transfer, decoding, 
some processing and checking, and interfacing with external content filters to provide protection 
against spam, viruses and other malware. It can be considered an interface between a mailer (MTA, Mail Transfer Agent) 
and one or more content filters. Amavis can be used to the Anti-Spam SMTP Proxy (ASSP) server[9] project is an Open 
Source, Perl based, platform-independent transparent SMTP proxy server available at SourceForge.net that leverages 
numerous methodologies and technologies to both rigidly and adaptively identify e-mail spam. ASSP is easy to set up 
because it requires only minor changes to the configuration of your Mail Transfer Agent. 

Bayesian inference derives the posterior probability  as a consequence of two antecedents, a prior probability and a 
"likelihood function"[8] derived from a probability model for the data to be observed. Bayesian inference computes the 
posterior probability according to bayes  rule: 

 
where 

 H stands for any hypothesis whose probability may be affected by data(called evidence below). Often there are 
competing hypotheses, from which one chooses the most probable. 

 the evidence E corresponds to new data that were not used in computing the prior probability. 
 P(H), the prior probability[7], is the probability of  H before E is observed. This indicates one's previous estimate of the 

probability that a hypothesis is true, before gaining the current evidence. 
 P(H\E),the posterior probability, is the probability of  H given E, i.e., after E is observed. This tells us what we want to 

know: the probability of a hypothesis given the observed evidence. H 
 P(E\H), the probability of observing E given H, is also known as the likelihood. It indicates the compatibility of the 

evidence with the given hypothesis. 
P(E) is sometimes termed the marginal likelihood or "model evidence"[8]. 
 
4. Effective work 
4. a. J48 (C4.5) Algorithm[7] 
 
In this paper we are ready to classify the spam emails by classifiers. J48 is the one which we are using for classification. 
WEKA is a collection of machine learning algorithms for Data Mining tasks. It contains tools for data preprocessing, 
classification, regression[8], clustering[7], association rules[8], and visualization[7].  J48 is an open source Java 
implementation of the C4.5 algorithm in the Weka data mining tool[12]. C4.5 is a program that creates a decision 
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tree[10] based on a set of labeled input data. C4.5 builds decision trees from a set of training data in the same way as ID3, 
using the concept of information entropy. The training data is a set  of already classified samples. Each 
sample  consists of a p-dimensional vector , where the  represent attributes or features of the 
sample, as well as the class in which  falls. 

 Classification of new item by using this algorithm is , it first needs to create a decision tree based on the attribute values 
of the available training data. At each node of the tree, C4.5 chooses the attribute of the data that most effectively splits its 
set of samples into subsets enriched in one class or the other. The splitting criterion is the normalized information 
gain (difference in entropy). The attribute with the highest normalized information gain is chosen to make the decision. 
The C4.5 algorithm then recurses on the smaller sub lists. 

This algorithm has a few base cases. 

 All the samples in the list belong to the same class. When this happens, it simply creates a leaf node for the decision  
tree saying to choose that class. 

 None of the features provide any information gain. In this case, C4.5 creates a decision node higher up the tree using 
the expected value of the class. 

 Instance of previously-unseen class encountered. Again, C4.5 creates a decision node higher up the tree using the 
expected validations. 

Finally, detection of targeted malicious email using persistent threat and recipient oriented features results in significantly 
fewer false negatives than detection of targeted malicious email using conventional email filtering techniques. This 
improvement in false negative rates comes with acceptable false positive rates[7]. Future research can expand upon the 
features introduced in this study. For example, additional persistent threat features can be harvested from file level 
metadata (e.g. author names, document path locations) and additional recipient oriented features can be incorporated 
from organization databases. In this study, a binary outcome is defined: emails are either targeted malicious or non-
targeted malicious. 
 
5. Experimental Evaluation: 
 
 

 
Fig1: login into gmail client 

 

 
Fig2: checking mails with single and mutli strings of mails 
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Fig3: showing spam mails by applying classification and tokenization and filtering 

 

 
Fig4: showing details of the spam mails and deleting mails after knowing the details it is tme or non tme by classifying. 

 
 
Explanation of experimental evaluation: 
In this process first  
1.login to gmail account by a gmail jar client which is available freely over the internet 
2.then we apply swings for better visualization 
3.we then apply filter by apllying tokenization concept . 
4.In this tokenization process we apply multiplicity of  occurrence of each strings. 
5.we apply Naïve Bayesian classifier &j48 classifier  for classification  between  tme and ntme emails. 
6.we extract those bad emails and check the details of that email message . 
7.we then delete the emails and log out our account. 
By this it would be useful for detecting and removing tme  mails .   

 
 
6. Conclusion and future work: 
In this paper we have presented some email filters like amavis, anti spam filters in  incorporating an explicit spawning 
model. The proposed filter is computationally more complex, and the increase in complexity depends on the choice of 
spawning model. Calculating  the probability that a message containing a given word is spam. One reason is that the 
derived equation for prediction of the cardinality distribution includes a model dependent probability which in its general 
form is impractical and computationally intractable. However, we have shown that classifier J48 classifies the spam 
messages. In the calculating  process ,we will provide promising results for the proposed algorithm. The evaluation shows 
that the filter responds faster to a change in target number due to spawning and that we gain performance, in OSPA  
optimal subpattern assignment sense, by adding the spawning model compared to the original email  filter. However, how 
the filter performs in real applications,  explains in the performance of anti spam filtering. The future work in  identify 
the malicious and unmalicious emails are  by using some anti spam filters, which regulates to get the details of malicious 
emails.   
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